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Abstract— Wireless networks consist of small (possibly)
portable devices which combine battery-operated computing
power and wireless communications. There are a number of
technical challenges associated with their operation. These are
addressed in part by emerging protocols which attempt to make
trade-offs between the various network phenomena in order to
optimise overall performance relative to an intended application.

Central to the protocol design process is the availability
of rigorous tools and techniques for quantifying any putative
performance advantage gained by a particular protocol, and the
degree to which its use degrades overall network functionality.
The tools performing this important task today are simulators
but the results from them are often not realistic as they have not
been validated against empirical data [6].

In this paper we explore the benefits of a formal approach
to the analysis of wireless networks; in particular we investigate
how a careful mix of model checking and proof may be used
both to validate design decisions, and to provide a full pro-
file of quantitative performance-style behaviours. Moreover the
counterexample facility of model checking can illustrate clearly
the limitations of some standard protocols. We demonstrate the
methods on flooding and communications protocols.

Keywords: Formal quantitative analysis; quantitative program
logic; wireless protocols; probabilis;tic verification; (probabilis-
tic) model checking.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless networks consist of an aggregate of small (of-
ten portable) devices (or “nodes”), which combine battery-
operated computing power and wireless communications, al-
lowing them to form consistent communications networks
without human intervention. There are a number of com-
putational challenges related to wireless networks, many of
them driven by the technological constraints imposed by the
hardware and intended applications. These include schemes
to allow nodes to join and leave the network “at will”, and
schemes to conserve power. Emerging protocols attempt to
address these issues [27], amongst others, and each design
is successful in treating them to a greater or lesser extent as
various trade-offs are made between (for example) proposed
energy-saving schemes and the effect on the overall network
performance.

Central to the protocol design process is the availability
of rigorous tools and techniques for quantifying any putative

performance advantage gained by a particular protocol, and the
degree to which its use degrades overall network functionality.

The tools performing this important task today are simula-
tors but the results from them are often not realistic as they
have not been validated against empirical data [6]. Indeed
many of the assumptions they routinely make are at best
unspecified, so that the results say as much about the idiosyn-
cracies of a particular underlying model rather than reflecting
the characteristics of the protocol design under study. One of
the benefits of a formal approach is that those assumptions
are clearly and explicitly stated “up front”, enabling strong
guarantees about performance to be obtained for a range of
scenarios, including those which are error-prone.

In recent years technology for analysing correctness [3] and
quantitative performance [16], [12] of probabilistic systems
has been developed using a combination of algorithmic (model
checking) and specialised logics and proof-based methods [21]
to help designers judge the quality of their designs. Together
they represent a powerful toolkit for quantitative performance
evaluation, and the methods are beginning to be applied to
wireless networks, an application domain which is subject to
significant random disturbances, caused by both the operating
conditions and by randomised “back-off” strategies employed
by protocol designers.

The theme of this paper is to explore to what extent current
formal techniques may be applied to the analysis of perfor-
mance and correctness of protocols for wireless networks.
Specifically we investigate how

1) The counterexample facility of model checkers may be
used to demonstrate very concisely protocol limitations
(Sec. II);

2) The exhaustive search facility of probabilistic model
checking may be used to compute the full range of
probabilistic behaviours (Sec. III);

3) The use of models which naturally contain a theory of
refinement and abstraction implies that detailed perfor-
mance studies on small examples apply equally to larger-
scale systems (Sec. III and Sec. IV).

Finally we illustrate the methods on two small examples,
set out at Sec. IV.



The notational conventions used are as follows. Function
application is represented by a dot, as inf.x. Given predicate
Pred we write [Pred] for the characteristicfunction mapping
states satisfyingPred to 1 and to0 otherwise.

II. T RADITIONAL MODEL CHECKING : ROBUST

GUARANTEES

Traditional model checking techniques have been used
successfully in the analysis of a wide-range of computing ap-
plications [8]. The fundamental principal underlying a model-
checking approach is that ofexhaustive search, implying
that a “model checked system” is guaranteed to satisfy the
specified property. In addition, any discovered counterexample
can supply important feedback on problematic network or
protocol design.

To illustrate the model checking approach, we study a
simple flooding protocol routinely used in many wireless
networks: typically a flooding protocol implements a simple
procedure for transferring data or instructions throughout the
entire network. One of the first formal treatments of flooding
[5] used a formal model and a hand proof to establish the
“folk theorem” that the standard flooding protocol is unreliable
despite the use of redundancy to reduce the effect of message
collisions. In this section we implement (essentially) that
model as a network of timed automata, and show how a key
result of that paper can be achieved more concisely using the
counterexample facility provided (in this case) by the Uppaal
model checker [3].

A. Model checking the flooding protocol

We take as our starting point the formal model for flood-
ing proposed by Cardell-Oliver [5], which works roughly as
follows. First, nodes wait until they receive a message, and as
soon as they do, they attempt propagate it to all nodes within
range, after which they “go to sleep”. If a node notices that
sending would cause a garbled message, it “backs off”, i.e. the
node waits for a random period before attempting to transmit
— in the version of flooding studied here, nodes transmit at
most once. The purpose of the Uppaal model, which will be
described below, is to illustrate the suitability and limitations
of standard, non-probabilistic model checking for protocols
in the wireless domain, as a replacement of a manual proof.
A more thorough treatment of flooding and related protocols,
including the estimation of performance is described elsewhere
[10].

Although a detailed model of the physical timing relating
to the various network activities would result in a model too
complicated for a feasible formal treatment, as Cardell-Oliver
points out, appeal to the strong causal relationships between
those activities leads to dramatic simplifications. For example,
nodes may only forward a messageafter receiving one —
put together with the timing constraints on communications,
we may assume that the network activities are organised in
a sequence of “logical” rounds. In each round all “sending”
nodes transmit their messages to the “landscape” (explained

below) which are then received, if possible, by “receiving”
nodes.1

The idea of alandscapeabstracts from the physical terrain,
and defines the connectivity of the various nodes in the
network as follows. It is modelled as a grid, with the gridpoints
delimiting the broadcasting range of a transmitted message —
thus a node is within range of another if both reside at adjacent
gridpoints. When a message is transmitted, in this simple
scenario, we assume that any node within range may pick
it up — we do however allow the possibility that messages
may arrive at their destination garbled whenever two nodes
broadcast to the same gridpoint at the same time.
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Fig. 1. The flooding protocol at a node

Uppaal uses as input networks of timed automata which
communicate via channels and/or shared variables. The timed
automata for flooding are set out at Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 which
together define the formal model of the flooding protocol.

We use variablescan hear , senders , andlandscape
to record respectively the connectivity in the network, the
identity of the nodes which are ready to transmit the message,
and the signals currently broadcast in the landscape. For
examplelandscape[id] is 1 means that the message was
garbled, andlandscape[id] is 2 means the message was
received successfully. At the start of each round the landscape
is cleared of messages (landscape[id] is 0).

A node waits until it receives a message that is not garbled
(locationWait , Fig. 1), and when it does it tries to forward it
to its neighbours. A successful transmission is modelled by the
sender putting its identity into bufferaux id , an action which
triggers the landscape recording the transmission locations to
be updated. Before sending however, a node checks whether
a message was received in the current round, and that being
the case (guardlandscape[id]!=0 ), it backs off, with

1Using logical phases is reasonable for a significant class of multi-hop,
wireless networks since in many cases the propagation time is insignificant
to the transmission time [5].



gridpoint(id) =̂

new_phase?
landscape[id]:=0
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scheduler=̂
Clear Send
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new_phase!

transmit_final!
senders==0

transmit!
senders!=0

receive_final!

Fig. 2. The gridpoints and the scheduler

a backoff counter set nondeterministically. Note, that in this
model we have used nondeterminism (rather than probability)
in the backoff procedure since we are only interested in the
existence of a failing behaviour in the network. Later sections
addressing quantitative evaluation use probabilistic models.

In Fig. 2 we set out models for the gridpoints and the
scheduler. The former facilitates a synchronous assignment
to the landscape, whilst the scheduler orchestrates the causal
relationships between the network activities. Finally the formal
model is the parallel composition of the scheduler, the nodes
and the positions.

B. Flooding is unreliable

One of Cardell-Oliver’s key findings [5] was to prove that
there exists a counterexample that demonstrates the unreliabil-
ity of flooding. To obtain the same result by model checking
we set up a small example of a grid network consisting of
four nodes. We used the Uppaal model checker to test whether
all nodes could receive a message originating at node 0. The
counterexample, interpreted at Fig. 3, indicates that node 3
never receives the message, as the message forwarded by
nodes 1 and 2 interfere. The vulnerability is (of course) the
fact that receiving nodes always transmit their message exactly
once, and in a topology admitting overlapping transmission
ranges a collision is inevitable.

In this section we have shown how to use standard non-
probabilistic model checking to obtain quick feedback that
shows the limitations of a protocol. Although the protocol
was probabilistic, unreliability could be proven by traditional
means, using a model in which probabilities were replaced
by nondeterminism. In the next section we consider formal
analysis of quantitative properties.

Node 1

Node 2Node 0

Node 3

Round 1
 transmission

Round 2
 transmission

Fig. 3. A small grid network, depicting the message clash.

Skip wp.skip.E =̂ E ,
abort wp.abort.E =̂ 0 ,
Miracle wp.magic .E =̂ 1 ,
Assignment wp.(x := f).E =̂ E[x := f ] ,
Sequential composition wp.(r; r′).E =̂ wp.r.(wp.r′.E) ,
Probabilistic choice wp.(r p⊕ r′).A =̂

p× wp.r.E + (1−p)× wp.r′.E ,

Demonic choice wp.(r[]r′).A =̂ wp.r.E u wp.r′.E ,
Boolean choice wp.(if G then r else r′).E =̂

[G]× wp.r.E + [¬G]× wp.r′.E ,

Guarded command wp.(G → r).E =̂ [G]× wp.r.E + [¬G] ,
Iteration wp.(It G → r tI).E =̂

(µX • [¬G]× E + [G]× wp.r.X) .

The meaning of a program is given bywp, which takes the syntax of
a program and maps it to a functional of typeES → ES. HereE is a
(bounded) expectation (random variable) inES, f is a function of the
state, andu is the pointwise minimum in the interpretations on the
right. The realp is restricted to lie between0 and1. This semantics
focusses on properties as they can be expressed via random variables.

Fig. 4. Structural definitions ofwp for pGCL.

III. N ONDETERMINISM: EXTREMAL BOUNDS ON

PERFORMANCE-STYLE ANALYSIS

In this section we summarise probabilistic action systems
[19], a framework for the formal analysis of probabilistic
distributed systems; we illustrate our definitions with the
development of a wireless protocol in Sec. IV below. Our
framework allows the specification of randomised behaviour at
various levels of abstraction, and includes a “built-in” theory
of refinement which captures formally how properties between
levels can be compared. Although the approach encourages
a “top-down” development style of analysis [1], [2], it also
contributes to the management of the so-called “state space
explosion” problem of model-checking, as the rapidly increas-
ing state space size correlating with more detailed models
means that the only feasible formal treatment is via a formal
abstraction.



A. Probabilistic action systems

Action systems [2] are a “state-based” formalism for de-
scribing so-called reactive systems,viz. systems that may
execute indefinitely. Although others [11], [25] have added
probability to action systems, our work is most closely related
to Morgan’s version of labelled probabilistic action systems
[22], which has been extended in various ways [19] described
below.

A (probabilistic) action system consists of a (finite) set
of labelled guarded commands, together with a distinguished
command called an initialisation. An action system is said to
operateover a state spaceS, meaning that the variables used
in the system define its state space. Operationally an action
system first executes its initialisation, after which any labelled
action may “fire” (provided its guard is true) by executing
its body, and in so doing the state is updated according to
any probability distribution specified in its body. (We reserve
the labelτ for so-called “hidden” actions, described below.)
Actions may continue to fire indefinitely until all the guards
are false; if more than one guard is true then any one of
those actions may fire nondeterministically, thus at their most
general action systems are probabilistic and nondeterministic
in the style of Markov Decision Processes.

One of the aims of formal model specification is to be able
to extract properties, and in the case of probabilistic systems
those properties will typically be quantitative expressing the
partial or “expected” satisfaction of some logical property. Our
formal semantics given at Fig. 4 sets out the meaning of an
action system in the form of a “probabilistic test” articulated
as the expected value relative to a random variable over the
state. This type of semantics, first suggested by Kozen [15]
for purely probabilistic programs, and developed by Morgan
and McIver [21] (to include for example nondeterminism)
is expressive enough to specify many quantitative properties
including probabilistic temporal logic pCTL [21], expected
reachability times [7] and long-run averages [20]. For example
demonic nondeterminism, can be thought of as being resolved
by a “minimal-seeking demon”, providing (lower bound) guar-
antees on all program behaviour and properties, such as is
expected for total correctness.

Whilst there are many other formalisms treating probability
and nondeterminism [14], [24] those approaches tend to deal
directly with operational features of systems, compared to
action systems presented here, whose domain-theoretical basis
exposes the (standard) mathematical structures underlying the
probabilistic and nondeterministic features of the semantics.
Moreover the inclusion of non-standard “programs” such as
miracles admits the development of program algebra which
often promotes simplicity in proofs of general system proper-
ties [21]. Meanwhile the operational semantics is essentially
equivalent to that of the PRISM probabilistic model checker
[16], so that where possible properties may be computed
automatically.

We make use of the following definitions.
• Given a family I of commands we write[]i : ICi for

the generalised demonic (nondeterministic) choice over the
family, and

∑
i∈I Ci@pi for the generalised probabilistic

choice (where
∑

i∈I pi ≤ 1).
• For action systemP and labela we write Pa for the

generalised choice of all actions labelled witha, and Pi for
its initialisation. The set of labels (labelling actions inP ) is
denotedα.P , and calledP ’s alphabet. Thuswp.Pa.E.s is the
greatest guaranteed expected value ofE from execution ofPa,
whens satisfies the guard ofPa.
• We use{G} for the “coercion”, definedskip/G.magic ,

so that the guarded commandG → P may be written
equivalently as[G];P .
• We say that a command isnormal if it is of the form

of a generalised probabilistic choice over standard (non-
probabilistic) commandsFi, i.e. of the form

∑
i∈I Fi @pi,

where theFi are standard.
The next definition sets out how to execute two commands

simultaneously.

Definition 1: Given normal guarded commandsC =̂ G →
Prog and C ′ =̂ G′ → Prog′, we define theircompositionas
follows.

C ⊗ C ′ =̂ (G ∧G′) →
∑

(i,j)∈I×J

(Fi ⊗ F ′
j) @(pi×p′j) ,

whereProg =
∑

i∈I Fi @pi andProg′ =
∑

j∈J F ′
j @p′j , and

wp.F ⊗F ′ is given by thefusionoperator of Back and Butler
[4]. In the case thatF andF ′ operate over distinct state spaces
(as in our case study)F ⊗ F ′ is equivalent toF ; F ′.

B. Structural language features: modularity and hiding

Action systems are usually structured as a set of separate
modules, where each module is itself an action system, with
(normally) a state space independent from that of the other
modules. In the complete system modules synchronise on
shared actions, whilst all other actions fire independently,
interleaving with any others.

Definition 2: Given action systemsP and Q in which all
actions are normal; we define theirparallel compositionP ||Q
as follows.

1) P ||Q operates over the union of the two state spaces, and
α.(P ||Q) = α.P ∪ α.Q ;

2) (P ||Q)i =̂ Pi ⊗Qi ;
3) (P ||Q)b =̂ if (b ∈ α.P ) then Pb else Qb, for

b 6∈ α.P ∩ α.Q ;
4) (P ||Q)a =̂ []{P a∈P,Qa∈Q}P

a ⊗ Qa, for a ∈ α.P ∩
α.Q, whereP a and Qa are the individuala-labelled actions
belonging toP andQ respectively.

Our second feature ishiding, which is a standard technique
in process algebras semantics allowing a system to be under-
stood in a “layered” manner.

Definition 3: Given a labelled action systemP , and a set
of labelsH, we define the action systemP\H as follows:

1) P\H operates over the same state space asP , andα.(P\H) =̂
(α.P )−H ;



2) (P\H)a =̂ Pa, if a 6∈ H ;
3) (P\H)τ =̂ Pτ [] ([]h∈HPh) .

Observe that (according to Def. 2) hidden actions do not
synchronise.

C. Refinement and abstraction: scaling up formal analysis

Refinement and abstraction are the standard techniques for
coping with complexity in large computing systems [1], [13].
An abstract “high level” specification, for example, effectively
summarises gross system behaviours, in such a way that
sufficient detail remains for interesting properties to be tested.
Thus such a specification serves the dual purpose of enforcing
correct operation in a concrete system (formally verified as
a refinement), and allowing those crucial properties to be
computed automatically, which in many cases the concrete
models would be too “resource needy” to be investigated
directly.

Our definition of refinement set out at Def. 4 uses the well-
versed technique of “simulation” used in process algebras
[23], [12] and elsewhere [21], [9]. A specification action
system must be able to “match”, or “simulate” all named
actions of a refinement; however since hidden actions cannot
be observed directly, we merely require that the overall effect
of hidden actions to be appropriately correlated. Here we use
the iteration construct set out at Fig. 4 to express an arbitrary
number of hidden actions, noting that if infinitely many of
them occur (with probability greater than0) the action system
is said to “diverge”; such behaviour is equivalent toabort.

Definition 4: Given action systemsP and Q with global
variablesg, and local variablesa and c respectively, we say
that P �g Q, or Q refines P with respect tog if there
is a standard (i.e. non-probabilistic)simulationprogramrep,
mapping variablesa to c such that

1) Pi ; rep v Qi;
2) Pa ; rep v rep ; Qa, for a ∈ α.Q;
3) (It Pτ tI) ; rep v rep ; (It Qτ tI)
4) skipg v rep ; skipg ,

where skipg is a special “do nothing” program which projects the
state onto that defined by the global variablesg.

Typically global variables are used to specify observable
behaviours, whereaslocal variables are used for “internal”
processing by the individual modules. In this paper we are
interested in estimating the delays within the network, thus we
use a reserved variablet which is incremented whenever some
time critical action is fired. We may compute the expected
message delay by computing the expected value of the variable
t once all the messages have been received.2 Other global
properties could be the expected number of nodes which
receive a message in a flooding protocol [10].

2It has been shown elsewhere [17] that using discrete time in this way is
a sufficient abstraction from real time for the purposes of some performance-
style properties including expected reachability times.

Most significantly however is that the upper- and lower
bound estimates for expected delays are preserved by refine-
ment, so that if a specification (or less detailed) model of the
system satisfies a property then so too does the refined model.
The next theorem sets out the details.

Theorem 5:If A �t B then an upper (lower) bound on
expected delay onA is an upper (lower) bound on expected
delay onB. Proof: This follows from standard results
about expected values, whose proof appears elsewhere. [21],
[17], [7].

It turns out that refinement, parallel composition and hiding
all work well together according to the notions of compo-
sitionality, whose main advantages are that systems may be
specified and refined in a modular fashion. Again this is a
widely-used idea [14], [12] — the next theorem sets out the
details for probabilistic action systems.

Theorem 6:SupposeA �t A′. If A and B operate over
independent (finite) state spaces, do not diverge and at least
one of them is standard then the following refinements are
valid,

A||B �t A′||B (1)

A\H �t A′\H , (2)

whereH is some subset of actions.3

IV. STEPWISE REFINEMENT: COMBINING PROBABILISTIC

MODEL CHECKING AND PROOF

In this section we illustrate our definitions by demonstrat-
ing how a stepwise specification and refinement of various
characteristics of wireless communication may be analysed
formally, using a combination of proof and model checking.
We consider a small topology based on a multi-hop wireless
network used to study energy-efficient protocols [19]. This

Sender 
A

Sender/
Receiver

Sender 
B

Receiver 
D

Receiver 
C

Fig. 5. A small network

small network depicted at Fig. 5 consists of two sender nodes,
A andB, whose aims are to send messages to receiver nodes
C and D via an intermediary. The “high level” behaviour
is very simple — for example the senders and receivers,

3Found at http://www.comp.mq.edu.au/∼anabel/isola06.pdf.



whose formal models are set out at Fig. 7 send by firing a
sendaction and wait for an acknowledgement (signalled by
an ack action). Additionally both nodes share aclash event,
indicating that for this topology it is possible for messages
sent simultaneously (byA and B) to collide. Similarly the
behaviour of the intermediary at Fig. 6 is also simple — it
receives and acknowledges messages from the senders, and
then forwards them to the receivers.

In our specification all the delays are contained in the
moduleChannel, set out in Fig. 8. In the case of a message
collision, the eventclash is concomitant with the probabilistic
update of the state of the channel (eitherblocked or clear).
However, even in the worst case, standard probability threory
implies that with probability1 theChannelmust become clear.
A second delay is caused by the wireless communication itself
which is well-known to exhibit probabilistic behaviour [5],
and that too is modelled by a probabilistic event, which is
forced to fire between asendand anack. Note however that
the nondeterminism means that arange of delays has been
specified (namely those determined by parametersr andq).

SR=̂

var r : {listen, ack, forward},
initially r := listen
[]i : {a,b}sendi : (r = listen) → r := ack
[]i : {a,b}acki : (r = ack) → r := forward

[]i : {c,d}sendi : (r = forward) → r := ack
[]i : {c,d}acki : (r = ack) → r := listen


Fig. 6. A sender/receivernode.

SenderA =̂
var sa : {wait, sent, recv}
initially sa := wait
senda : (sa = wait) → sa := sent
acka : (sa = sent) → sa := recv
clash: (sa = wait) → skip


ReceiverC =̂ var sa : {wait, sent, recv}

initially sa := wait
sendc : (sc = wait) → sc := sent
acka : (sc = sent) → sc := recv


Fig. 7. The behaviour of nodesA andC. NodesB andC are similar.

Finally we may define the network as the parallel compo-
sition of all the components,

Network =̂

SenderA ||SenderB || SR|| ReceiverC ||ReceiverD ||Channel.

At this point, even though many details are not included
in the system, we may investigate the full range of possible

Channel=̂

var c : {block, clear, forward, sending, ac, done, waiting},
t : {0 . . . T}
initially c := (block [] clear) ; t := 0
clash: (c = block) → t := t + 1;

skip p⊕ c := clear
[]i : Asendi : (c = clear∨ waiting) → c := sending
[]i : Asendi : (c = forward) → c := ac
delay: (c = sending) → t := t + 1;

c := sendingq⊕ forward
delay: (c = sending) → t := t + 1;

c := sendingr⊕ forward
[]i : Aacki : (c = ac) → c := done
[]i : Aacki : (c = done) → c := waiting


Fig. 8. The channel with delays: nondeterminism specifies a range of delays.

probabilistic behaviour over message delays using the PRISM
model checker; the results are displayed at Fig. 9. As we shall
see below these results apply equally to the more detailed
system model described in the next section.

Fig. 9. Maximum and minimum probabilities for message delay.

A. Refinement: introducing detail

In this section we introduce the randomised backoff proce-
dure in each sender (namely the cause of the delay incurred
by eventclash). Specifically. when each process detects that
it is in collision with another — the details of how they do
this have still been suppressed4 — it sets its “backoff counter”
to some random number and then counts down. As there is
a good chance that the two backoff counters will be set to
different values, the implication is that one of the senders will
try to re-send at a time when the other is still “counting down”.

In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 we set out the refinedSender′

and Channel′ — with now the backoff procedure residing in
the Sender′. The newNetwork′ is similarly the sequential

4These details may be added in a further refinement step.



Sender′A =̂

var sa : {wait, sent, recv}, bca : {0 . . . N}
initially sa := wait; bca := 0

senda : (sa = wait) → sa := sent
acka : (sa = sent) → sa := recv
clash: (bca = 0 ∧ sa = wait) → flip(bca)
tick : (bca > 0) → bca := bca − 1
tick : (bca = 0 ∧ sa = recv) → skip


whereflip(x) sets the value of variablex to be n with probability
1/pn+1, if n < N , and toN with probability 1− (1/p)N .

Fig. 10. A sending station with a backoff procedure.

Channel′ =̂

var c′ : {clear, forward, sending, ac, done}, t : {0 . . . T}
initially c′ := clear ; t := 0
clash: t := t + 1
[]i : Asendi : (c = clear) → c := sending
[]i : Asendi : (c = forward) → c := ac
delay: (c = sending) → t := t + 1;

c := sendingq⊕ forward

delay: (c = sending) → t := t + 1;
c := sendingr⊕ forward

[]i : Aacki : (c = ac) → c := done
[]i : Aacki : (c = done) → c := clear


Fig. 11. The revised channel: it counts clashes and handles delays.

compostion of all the components:

Network′ =̂ Sender′A ||Sender′B ||SR||
ReceiverC || ReceiverD || Channel′ .

Next, we use a formal proof in Lem. 7 to show that
Network′ is a “refinement” ofNetwork, in the sense that all
behaviours ofNetwork′ can be accommodated byNetwork
— the consequence of this is that the bounds onNetwork’s
probabilistic behaviour also apply toNetwork′.

Lemma 7:

Network �t Network′\{tick} .

Proof: (Sketch.) First we prove thatChannel �
Channel′′\{tick}, whereChannel′′ is the same asChannel′

except for the eventclash; we also introduce actiontick. The
actions are defined as follows:


clash: (bca = 0 ∧ bcb = 0) → flip(bca); flip(bcb);

(c′ := clear) / (bca 6= bcb) . skip
tick : (bca > 0 ∧ bcb > 0) →

bca, bcb := bca − 1, bcb − 1
[]i : Atick : (c = waiting∧ bci > 0) → bci := bci − 1

 .

To prove the refinement we use

rep =̂ if (c = block) then (bca, bcb :∈ (bca = bcb)
else (bca, bcb :∈ (bca 6= bcb) ,

in Def. 4. Next we use Thm. 6 to show that

Network�t SenderA ||SenderB ||
SR|| ReceiverC || ReceiverD || (Channel′′\{tick}) ,

noting that the hidden events must terminate with probability
1, and that all of the probabilistic activity resides in the channel
Now we distribute the\{tick}) to be the outermost operator
(possible sincetick does not appear in the other modules),
and finally we redistribute the actions using Def. 2, and note
(informally) that waiting may only occur after one of the
messages has been sent.

Aside from establishing the refinement, one advantage of
proofs such as these is that we learn more about the operation
of the protocol. In this case we discover, for example, that it is
safe for theSenders to suspend their countdown in the backoff
procedure for an interval corresponding to the time it takes for
the other to receive its acknowledgement, and thus we have
verified this strategy advised in the IEEE802.11 standard [26].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described how to use standard formal
tools and techniques for the analysis of some performance
and correctness criteria for wireless networks. Besides the
benefits of formality making the assumptions explicit, the
exhaustive search of model checking can illustrate effectively
weaknesses in the system, and provide upper and lower bounds
on quantitative behaviour without the need for using large
numbers of simulations. Moreover, techniques based on action
systems may be developed to investigate optimal protocol
behaviour, in terms of trading off energy requirements with
performance [18].

There is however much work to be done in building more
realistic formal models, and tailoring techniques to specific
performance criteria for wireless networks.
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